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Journey Map
MAP FOCUS
After collecting my data, I discovered there are several different types of users who visit 
the Optum Rowland Ave. medical offices:

Urgent Care visitors

General surgery 

Primary Care 

Cosmetic surgery

Ear, Nose, and Throat

Radiology

LabCorp Phlebotomy 

I chose to focus my journey map on Phlebotomy users. My assumption is there are 2 
different types of phlebotomy users— 

1. Preventative care: those who have their blood drawn annually (or more often) to
track and/or manage

2. Diagnostic care: those who have an acute or chronic issue that requires
investigation and diagnosis

Because healthcare is unique in that the business cannot choose a segment of users to 
serve (although they can certainly neglect segments’ needs) and it is in the business’ 
best interest to optimize experiences for the most vulnerable users in order to facilitate 
patient outcomes, I decided to focus my journey map on the most vulnerable 
phlebotomy users: 

Those who suffer from Trypanophobia* (fear of needles) and are 
visiting the Rowland Ave. site for the first time for a diagnostic 
blood draw
*1 in 4 adults suffer from Trypanophobia per the CDC

https://www.cdc.gov/childrensmentalhealth/features/needle-fears-and-phobia.html#:~:text=Estimates%20show%20that%20as%20many,vaccine%20due%20to%20these%20fears.


Journey Map 2

A new hypothesis generated as a result of this field study, and which future research will be 
needed to validate, is that the human element can elevate a patient experience while 
digital tools can be leveraged to prevent or mitigate a negative patient experience.

I am attaching a PDF of my journey map, however a link to the Mural board can be 
found HERE.

https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/gini0880/1680039481440?sender=u03d0b172b36744619ded8021&key=8bfd8756-2c71-4bb4-91bc-ab38223c5e82


SCENARIO

Browsing, booking,

attending, and rating a

local city tour

Scenario: Trypanophobic phlebotomy

patient's first visit to Optum on Rowland

Ave. for a diagnostic blood draw

Parking Entrance

Steps

What does the most vulnerable

phlebotomy patient typically

experience?

Step description
What's

involved
Indicates unnecessary

increase in cognitive load

Interactions

What interactions do they have at

each step along the way?

Things: What digital touchpoints or

physical objects would they use?

Places: Where are they?

People: Who do they see or talk to?

Indicates an unexpected

positive interaction

Person-Place-Thing
Interaction

description

At each step, what is a person’s

primary goal or motivation?

Goals & motivations

Motivation / Goal
Patient's

thoughts

What steps does a patient find

enjoyable, productive, motivating,

delightful, or frustrating, confusing,

angering, costly, time-consuming?

Valence of experience

Somewhat positive

Extremely positive

Somewhat negative

Extremely negative

How might we make each step

better? What ideas do we have? 

Areas of opportunity Help patients

prepare & manage

their own experience

Send out email/text

the day before appt

w/ link to map in the

app

Include site map w/

parking instructions

in the Optum app

Send patient a notification with link

to the app to answer COVID-19

symptom questions and provide a

QR code after for them to show the

nurse at the entrance to expedite

the process while also allowing the

patient to take their time answering. 

Unsure which

driveway to enter

through--

Line of people

standing outside the

building looks

concerning--

"Which way

should I

go?"

"Do those

people in line

have

appointments?"

Driving to their lab

appointment--

"Ugh, I hate

having

blood

drawn."

As nurse quickly runs

through possible

COVID-19 symptoms

in indifferent tone--

"I didn't even catch

half of what she

asked. She didn't

even seem to care.

Why do they even

bother?"

"Oh, wow, I hadn't

even thought of

bringing

something so I

wouldn't drip

water all over."

As nurse

unexpectedly gives

patient an umbrella

cover--

To get information

for themselves

To provide

information to their

PCP

"I just want to

know what's

wrong with

me."

"I hope my

numbers

come back

okay."

To identify the

correct building

entrance to use

"Which entrance

is the one for the

lab? Does it

matter which one

I use?"

To enter building

"No, I don't

have any

symptoms.

I just want to

go inside."

To get to their

appointment

"I want to get

this experience

over with as

quickly as

possible."

Environment Umbrella

It's 47

degrees

Fahrenheit

and raining 

They open an

umbrella to use

while walking to

the covered

entrance

Lab Entrance

Patient sees a

long line of

people standing

outside at the

lab entrance

Surgical maskLab Entrance Nurse

Nurse quickly

runs through

possible

COVID-19

symptoms

Nurse provides

plastic cover

for patient's

umbrella

Nurse offers

surgical mask if

patients

doesn't have

their own

Nurse

directs

patient

inside

Drive east on

Rowland

Pull into driveway

on Rowland
Park vehicle Walk to entrance

Previously scheduled

appointment for

diagnostic blood

draw

Patients need to

have a blood draw

order from their PCP

and have already

scheduled an

appointment to have

lab work done

Decide which

driveway is the

correct one to

enter

Choose

where to

park

Choose which

entrance is

appropriate for

lab visit

Stop at folding table

outside the

entrance

Answer COVID-

19 symptom

questions prior

to entering

Walk inside building

Patients

enter on first

floor of the

building

Waiting Room

Orient themselves

Look for

building

directory,

signs, or a map

Find out which floor

the lab is on

Decide whether

to take the stairs

or elevator to the

lab, which is in

the basement

Discover the lab is

full

Sit where

instructed and

wait for

phlebotomy

admin to check

them in

Check-in performed

by an administrator

The patient provides

proof of insurance and

sometimes needs to

show ID to verify their

appointment and alert

the department to their

presence

Nurse (w/ a walkie

talkie)

Nurse from outside walks

patient in, explains the lab

waiting area is full, so

patients are waiting on the

current floor to be

checked-in by phlebotomy

admin at portable admin

desk

Phlebotomy

administrator
Security guard Chair Insurance card

Admin checks

patient in for

their lab

appointment

Security

guard says

"Hello" 

Patients sits

while waiting

for admin to

call them

downstairs

Patient

provides

health

insurance

member ID

Driver's License

Patient

provides

driver's license

to verify ID

To find the lab

"Which

floor is the

lab on?"

To check-in

"I need to have

my driver's

license ready."

To wait to be called

"The nurse said

to sit in the first

chair in the first

row and wait to

be called."

After the nurse explains  why

the patient can't go

downstairs yet & clearly

communicates where the

patient should sit and wait for

an admin--

After being told the lab is

full and they'll have to

wait on the current floor

for an admin is

unexpected

"She was

helpful."

"I wonder how full

it is downstairs.

Will I have to wait

long? Not knowing

adds to my

anxiety."

After a security

guard says, "Hi"--

"Those

bunnies

are cute."

Af the patient sees spring

decorations throughout

the space minimize the

clinical feeling--

"The staff

 here is

very

friendly."

As patient looks around

and sees signage

throughout the space

isn't consistent--

"Why are signs

in medical

offices always

so terrible?"

As the patient

orients themselves--

"I guess the lab is

down the stairs,

but I could also

take the elevator

over there."

"Where did

I put my

driver's

license?"

As patient searches

for their driver's

license--

Allow patients to enable app

alerts, which can provide up-

to-the-minute information

about their upcoming visit to

help them manage

expectations and plan.

Do a signage audit.

Send patient a notification

reminding them they'll need

to show their driver's

license when they check in

for their appointment.

Alternatively: Create a 2FA

verification check-in system within

the app that provides patients with

a QR code they show to admin to

expedite the process and reduce

cognitive load.

Medical Building
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